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INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper (with J. S. Locke) [2], we obtained formulas for the 
torsion-free rank and the p-ranks of an abelianized subgroup of finite index 
in a finitely presented group. In Section 1 and Section 2 of the present 
paper we apply those results to obtain information about subgroups of 
finite index in certain classes of one-relator groups. In particular, we 
consider groups with presentations of the following forms: 
G= (a,, . . . . a,;a;l ..-a~a;vl . ..a.+), (A) 
G= (a,, . . . . a,;~; . ..a.). (B) 
For even n, groups of type (A) include the fundamental groups of orien- 
table surfaces, but while a subgroup of finite index in a surface group is 
again a surface group and therefore has a one-relator presentation, 
Theorem 1 shows that when n is odd, G has non-one-relator subgroups of 
index j for every integer j > 1 which is prime to the vi. 
Groups of type (B) include the groups of nonorientable surfaces. In 
Theorem 2 we obtain a formula for the rank of an abelianized subgroup 
H/H’ of such a group, assuming that (G : H) is prime to some vi, and we 
show that H/H’ is free if the vi are relatively prime. 
In Section 3 a more general class is considered which includes Fuchsian 
groups. In Corollary 4 we obtain a Riemann-Hurwitz-type formula for 
certain torsion-free subgroups of finite index in such groups. All results are 
obtained purely algebraically except part (d)(iii) of Theorem 1, the 
sufficiency part of Corollary 3(c), and the concluding statements following 
Corollary 4. 
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1. A GENERAL PROPOSITION 
We recall some results from [2]. Let G be a group with a one-relator 
presentation. 
G = (a,, . . . . a,,; r), (1) 
and let k be a field. As usual, the ai are free generators of a free group F of 
which G is a quotient. In what follows, we shall denote by Ai the image in 
G of a,. (This convention of using uppercase letters for images in G will be 
followed throughout.) Also, aR/aA; shall denote the image in kG of the 
Fox derivative &@a, in kF. Let H be a subgroup of finite index j in G, and 
let V be the k-space having as basis the set G/H of left cosets of H. Then 
the representation p of G in Perm(G/H) defined by translation action of G 
on G/H extends in the obvious way to a representation, also denoted p, of 
kG in End V. Finally, let D: v” + V be the linear map defined by 
D(u 1, . . . . u,) = 5 (aRIaAil 2+ 
i= 1 
Since the rank of D depends on the field k only through the characteristic 
of k, we denote D by D, or D, according to whether char k=O or 
char k = p # 0. In this setting, the proposition of Section 2 in [2] asserts 
that the torsion-free rank r,, and the p-ranks rp of H/H’ are given by: 
r,(H/H’)= (n- l)j+ 1 -rank(D,), 
rp( H/H’) = rank( Do) - rank(D,). 
(*I 
(**I 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G have the presentation (1) and let H be a subgroup 
with (G : H) = j < 00. Suppose each aR/aAi can be written in the form 
aR/aAi= (1 -xi) cp,, (2) 
wherex;EG, cpiekG, andp(cp,) is invertible. Let G,=gp{x,: lsisnf=G. 
Then 
rank(D) = j - q, (3) 
where q is the number of orbits under the action of G, on GJH. Further, if H 
or G, is normal in G, then q = (G : G, H). 
Proof: For t = 1, . . . . q, let R, be the subspace of V spanned by 
{ 7c - rc’: rr and X’ E tth orbit under the action of G, on G/H}, 
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and let W= C, R,. Clearly the sum is direct. We claim: Im D = W. To show 
Im D c W, it suffices to show that (8R/8Ai) n: E W for rr E G/H. Let 
‘Pin=Ci,=l amn, with a,E k. Thus (2) implies that (8R/aAi) z= 
C, a,(n, - xirc,), which is in W. To show the reverse inclusion, it suffices 
to show that rc - xrc E Im D whenever 71 E G/H and x E G,. Since the xi 
generate G,, the set { 1 - xi: 15 i 5 n} generates the augmentation ideal of 
kG, as a right ideal. Therefore 1 -x = xi (1 -xi) ll/i for some eie kG,. 
Now for i= 1, . . . . n, let ui= p(cp,)-’ tiirt. Then D(u,, . . . . u”)= Z-XX, so 
WcIm D. But 
dim W=xdim R,=x(j,- l)=j-q, 
f I 
where j, = the order of the tth orbit. Thus rank(D) = j - q as claimed. 
To prove the last statement, suppose first that H is normal in G. Then 
the stabilizer of aH in G, is Gi n H. Hence the order of each orbit is given 
by 
#(orbitofaH)=(G,:G,nH)=(G,H:H)=j/(G:G,H). (4) 
If, on the other hand, G, is normal in G, then 
Stab(aH) = G, n aHa-‘. 
But (G, : G, nuHc’)= (G, : G, n H), so again (4) holds. In either case, 
(4) implies that the number of orbits is (G : G, H) as claimed. 
Remarks. 1. In general, the invertibility of p(cp,) depends on H and on 
char k. 
2. The hypothesis of Proposition 1 could be weakened by dropping 
the requirement hat X,E G and assuming only that p(x,) is invertible. Then 
G, must be defined by G, = gp{p(x,)} c Aut V and the last statement must 
be reformulated. However, no further use will be made of this observation. 
COROLLARY 1. Given G us in Proposition 1, suppose that all (pi are in G 
and that G, = G. Then if H is any subgroup offinite index in G, H/H’ is free 
ubelian of rank (n - 2)(G : H) + 2. 
Proof: The assumption that cpie G implies that p(cp,) is invertible for all 
subgroups H and all fields k. Hence, since G, = G in the present case, (3) 
implies that 
rank(D,) = rank(D,) = (G : H) - 1 
for all p. Now the conclusion follows from (*) and (**). 
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COROLLARY 2. Given G as in Proposition 1, suppose cpie G for i= 1, . . . . n 
(but we do not assume G, = G). Let H be a normal subgroup of finite 
index in G such that G, H = G. Then H/H’ is free abelian of rank 
(n - 2)(G : H) + 2. 
Proof. Similar to that of Corollary 1. 
2. EXAMPLES 
Continuing with the notation of Section 1, let G be a one-relator group 
with defining relator r = a;’ ... a:a;” s . . a;‘n, where n 2 2 and vi 2 1 for 
each i. Let Bi = A?. We shall write aR/aAi in the form (1 -xi) (pi in order 
to use Proposition 1. 
For liisn, let oi=B, . ..B., t;=B,B,-, ..+B;, h,=l+A,+ 
A;+ . . . +A;-‘, and let (~~=z,+,=l. Then 
aR/aAi=ai_,6i-~i+,6i=(1-~i+,a,~11)ai_,6i, 
where the relation R = 1 was used to express the second term in the middle 
expression. Hence set xi = ti+ 1a,:_‘, and (pi = ai-, di for i = 1, . . . . n. 
LEMMA 1. G, z gp{x,: i= 1, . . . . n} satisfies 
G, = a+, 7 . . . . B,}, W 
G, = gp{ B,, . . . . 4,) if and only if n is even. (5b) 
Proof Statement (5a) is clear from the definition of the xi. To prove 
(5b) we show first that 
G, = G2 E gp{a,, ti : i even}. 
Namely, for i 2 2, 
(6) 
Hence, since a0 = 1 E G, , we conclude inductively that ai E Gr for i even. 
Then, from the definition of xi, T,= xi- I aip 2, so for even i, T,E G,. This 
shows that G, c Gr. 
Conversely, we show that all xi are in G1. If i is odd, then X;E G2 by the 
definition of xi; if i is even, then X;E G, by (6). This shows that G, = GZ. 
To establish (5b), note that the defining relation R = 1 is equivalent to 
an=rl. Now suppose n even. Then zl=anEG,, so B,=T;‘T,EG~. Now 
let i > 1, and assume inductively that B, E G, for m < i and, therefore, that 
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Q,,, E G, for m < i. If i is even, then Bi = gL:-‘i ci E G,. If i is odd, the relation 
R = 1 may be written as 
(a,B;’ . ..B._‘,) B;‘~F+‘~ = 1, 
so again, Bi E G, . This proves half of (5b). 
Finally, suppose n odd. We will prove in this case that no B, is in G,. 
Since G, = gp(o,, ti: i even}, it follows easily that 
G1 = gp{Bzi-1 Bzi, B,i+,B,i: i= 1, ...) (n- 1)/2}. (7) 
Let j’> 1 be prime to all vi. Then there exist integers ri, si such that 
1 = viri +j’si. Let Z be a cyclic group of order j’ and let C be a generator 
of Z. Then we have C= C”? Now map G onto Z by: 
AiH cc if i odd, 
c-r, if i even. 
It is easy to check that this determines a homomorphism of G onto Z with 
kernel K 1 G,, and such that Bib C * ‘, so no Bi is in K. This completes 
the proof of (5b). 
THEOREM 1. Let 
G= (a,, . . . . a,,; a;’ . ..aza.“l . ..a.“n), 
where nz2 and all viL1. Let HdG with (G:H)=j<co. Suppose 
(j, vi) = 1 for i = 1, . . . . n, and let p be a prime such that p 1 vi, i = 1, . . . . n. Let 
G, = gp{B,, -.., 4,) if n is even, 
=gp{Bzi-,B,i,B,i+,B,j:i=1,...,(n-1)/2} if n is odd, 
where Bi = A?. Then 
(a) r,(H/H’)=(n-2)j+(G:G,H)+l, 
(b) r,(H/H’) = 0 
(c) Zf n is even, or B, E H for some m, then r,(H/H’) = (n - 2) j + 2. 
(d) Zf n is odd, then 
(i) r,(H/H’)S (n - l)j+ 1, and equality holds only if G/H is 
cyclic, 
(ii) Zf G/H is noncycfic, then r,,(H/H’) = (n-2) j+d+ 1, where d 
is some proper divisor of j. 
(iii) For every integer j’ > 1 such that (vi, j’) = 1, i = 1, . . . . n, G has 
a normal subgroup of index j’ which does not have a one-relator presentation. 
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ProoJ: Continuing the notation of the discussion preceding the 
theorem, we have that ‘pi= cr- I hi, so to apply Proposition 1 it suffices to 
show that ~(6,) is invertible. 
Let k be a field with char k = 0 or p. Let ki be the order of the image of 
Ai in G/H. Then Ti = p(A,) E Aut V also has order ki. Since the group G/H 
has order j, k,lj, hence (ki, vi) = 1. Now g( Ti) = 0, where g(X) = 
XkJ-lEk[X]; but g is relatively prime to f(X)=l+X+ ... +X”-’ 
because (ki, vi) = 1. (In the characteristic p case, this uses the hypothesis 
that p J vi) Hence there exist polynomials a(X), b(X) E k[X] such that 
4X) f(x) + NJ-1 g(W = 1. 
Evaluating at X= Ti, we obtain a(Ti),f(Ti) = 1, so f(T,), i.e., ~(6,) is 
invertible. Hence Proposition 1 applies, and we conclude that 
rank(&) = rank(D,) =j- (G : G, H). 
Statements (a) and (b) now follow from (*) and (**). 
(c) Suppose now that n is even or that B, E H for some m. In either 
case, it follows from the definition of G, that all Big G1 H. For i= 1, . . . . n 
there exist integers ri, si such that 1 = visi +jr,. Since xj~ H for all x E G, 
we have 
Ai= (A;g)“’ (A<)‘z~ G, H, 63) 
so G, H = G. Statement (c) now follows from (a). 
(d) Finally, suppose n is odd. The inequality in (d)(i) follows trivially 
from (a) (or from Schreier’s formula for the rank of a subgroup of finite 
index in a free group). If equality holds, then Gi c H, hence in G/H, we 
have 
Bii- 1 Bii = B;;+ I Bii = 1, i = 1, . . . . (n - 1)/2, (9) 
whereB; = A;” is the image of A; in G/H. From the equality in (8) above, 
we have that for i= 1, . . . . n, Ai= Bi”. But the relations (9) imply that all B: 
are in gp(B;} c G/H. This proves the second half of (d)(i). 
Statement (d)(ii) is immediate from (a) and (d)(i). 
Finally, let j’ be an integer > 1 which is prime to all vi. As in the proof 
of Lemma 1, we can find a normal subgroup K of index j’ in G such that 
G, c K. Then we have from (a), 
r,(K/K’)= (n- l)j’+ 1. (10) 
Suppose K had a one-relator presentation, say with m generators. It follows 
from Chiswell’s result, Theorem 4 of [ 11, that G and K have Euler charac- 
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teristics p(G) = 2 -n, p(K) = 2 -m. But also p(K) = j’p(G), and clearly 
r,(K/K’) sm. Thus, by (lo), 
(n- l)j’+ 1 Im=(n-2)j’+2, 
from which it follows that j’ 5 1, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus K is not 
a one-relator group. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 
G = (a,, . . . . a,;a, . ..a.a;’ . ..a.‘). 
Then 
(a) if n is even and H is any subgroup of finite index in G (not 
necessarily normal), then HfH’ is a free abelian group of rank 
(n - 2)(G : H) + 2. 
(b) Zf n is odd and H is a normal subgroup of finite index in G which 
contains A,,, for some m, then H/H’ is a free abelian group of rank 
(n-2)(G: H)+2. 
(c) Every subgroup of finite index in G is a one-relator group if and 
only if n is even. ( We exclude the trivial case n = 1.) 
Proof (a) In the notation of the discussion preceding Theorem 1, we 
have in the present case that all cpie G and G, = gp{ A,, . . . . A,} = G. The 
conclusion now follows from Corollary 1. This result also follows from the 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula or by using Euler characteristics. However, the 
present proof is purely algebraic. 
(b) This is immediate from parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 1. 
(c) If n is even, then one knows that G is the fundamental group of 
an orientable surface of genus n/2, so every subgroup of finite index has a 
similar presentation. On the other hand, if n is odd, then statement (d)(iii) 
of Theorem 1 implies that for everyj> 1, there exists a normal subgroup of 
index j which is not a one-relator group. 
Remark. Statements (c) and (d)(iii) of Theorem 1, together with 
Chiswell’s formula for the Euler characteristic of one-relator groups, 
suggest hat statement (c) of Corollary 3 may be true for the more general 
groups considered in Theorem 1, at least when the index of the subgroup is 
prime to the exponents vi. 
The next class of groups includes, among others, the fundamental groups 
of nonorientable surfaces. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 
G= (a,, . . . . a,; a;’ . ..a.) 
and let H be a normal subgroup of finite index j in G such that for some m, 
(j, vm) = 1. Then 
(a) r,(H/H’)=(n-2) j+ 1; 
(b) ifp is a prime such that (p, vy) = 1 for some q, then r,(H/H’) = 0. 
(c) If gcd{v,, . . . . v,) = 1, then H/H’ is free abelian of rank 
(n-2)j+l. 
Proof We use (*) and (**) to prove (a) and (b). Namely, 
aR/aAi=A;’ . ..A)E.(l+A,+ ... +A:-‘). 
Now by the argument used in the proof of statement (a) of Theorem 1, and 
with the notation of that theorem, ~(6,) is invertible. Similarly, if p j vg, 
~(6,) is invertible. Hence the linear map D defined before the statement of 
Proposition 1 is surjective if char k = 0 or char k = p. Hence, rank(D,) = 
rank(D,)= j. Now (a) and (b) follow from (*) and (**). Statement (c) is 
immediate from (b). 
Note that the conclusion of Theorem 2 still holds even if His not normal 
provided the hypothesis (j, v,) = 1 is replaced by (j!, vm) = 1. Namely, the 
assumption that H was normal was needed only to assert that the order k, 
of p(A,) was a divisor of j and hence prime to v,. But since 
ME Perm(G/H), its order divides j!, so the hypothesis (j!, v,) = 1 
allows us to conclude, as in the proof of statement (a) of Theorem 1, that 
~(6,) is invertible. 
3. A GENERALIZATION 
In this section, Proposition 1 will be extended to cover a wider class of 
groups. The notation of that proposition will be continued except as 
indicated below. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 
G= (a,, . . . . a,; afl, . . . . ak, r> 
and let H be a subgroup with (G : H) = j < co. Suppose 
aR/aAi = yi, i = 1, . . . . m, 
= t1 -xi) (Pi, i = m + 1, . . . . n, 
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where xi, yi E G, (pi E kG, and p(cp,) is invertible in Aut V. Let Ti = p(A,), 
i= 1, . . . . m, and let 
D: Im(l- T,)@ ... @Im(l -T,)@ If’-“+ V 
be the linear map given by 
D((l-Al)ul,...,(l-A,)u,,u,+l,...,u,) 
+aR/aai)(l-a,)ui+ f (C?R/&tJz+ 
m+l 
Let G, be the subgroup of G generated by 
{ y,A,y;‘, i= 1, . . . . m} u {xi, i=m+ 1, . . . . n}. 
Then rank(D) = j- q, where q = the number of orbits under the action of G1 
on G/H. Zf G, or H is normal in G, then q = (G : G, H). 
Proof: Let W be as in the proof of Proposition 1. We have 
D((l -A,) ~1, . . . . (1 -A,) urn, u,+l, . . . . 4 
=; Y,(l -A,)&+ i (1 -xi) cpiUi 
m+l 
=f(l-yiAiy,“)yiZf!i+ 2 (l-Xi)CpiUi. 
As in Proposition 1, it is clear from this that Im D c W. For the reverse 
inclusion we show that 7t - XR E Im D whenever 7c E G/H and x E G,. We 
have, as in Proposition 1 
l-x=&l-yiAiy,:‘)@i+ 2 (l-xi)lji 
1 m+l 
for some It/i E kG, . Now let 
ui= y;-‘$$, i = 1, . . . . m, 
= Ph-w VQiT i = m + 1, . . . . n. 
Then D((l-A,)u ,,..., (l-A,)u,,u,+ ,,..., u,)=~c-XXA, so WcImD. 
The rest of the proof is like that of Proposition 1. 
A theorem analogous to Theorem 1 could now be proved for groups of 
the kind considered there, but with added relations of the form A? = 1. 
However we will apply Proposition 2 instead to a smaller class of groups 
which includes Fuchsian groups with orientable quotient space. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 
G= (c,, . . . . c,, a,, . . . . a,,; cl;l, . . . . ck,m, c1 . ..c.,,a;’ .-.a;a;yI .-.a;‘n), 
where m > 0, all ki 2 2, and n is even and 2 2. Let H be a normal subgroup 
with finite index j such that (j, vi) = 1 for i= 1, . . . . n, and let p be a prime 
such that p j vi, i= 1, . . . . n. Then 
rdH/W= n-2+f(l-l/k;) j+2, 
I > 
r,(H/H’) = c l/k:, 
P I 41 
where k,! is the order of Ci mod H and qi = k,Jkl. 
Proof: With notation analogous to that of Proposition 2, define 
D((l -C,) UI, ..., (1 -Cm) %I, 01, . . . . U”) 
=! (aR/aCi)(l-C,)Ui+i (JR/aAi) Ui. 
I 
Then formulas (10) and (11) of [2] apply with the appropriate changes, 
r,(H/H’)= 
r,(H/H’) = 
where kj is the order of Ci mod H and q, = ki/ki. 
Proposition 2 will be used to find rank(D). For i= 1, . . . . m, set 
zi= C, ... C;, and set z,, = 1. Then 8R/Xi= yj-zi- ,. Let rl = ai1 ... 
@a;“1 . ..a.%. Then, in the notation used at the beginning of Section 2, 
applied to rl , we have for i= 1, . . . . n, 
BR/BAi=z,o;~, 6j-“i+* ai= (z,cI-, -Tj+,)Sj 
= (1 - ri+ Icri_‘,z,‘) Z,G, * 6,. 
481/122/l-9 
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Now apply Proposition 2. In the present case, G, is the group generated by 
(J&Jp, i= 1, . ..) m} u {ti+*o,~llZ,l, i= 1, . ..) n}. 
One sees inductively that all Ci are in G,, hence also all z~+~~,:~,. Then 
as in the proof of Lemma 1, gp(r,+ r~,:‘,, i= 1, . . . . n} is generated by 
{a,, ri: i even}. It now follows as in the proof of (5b) that since n is even, 
the latter group contains all A;, so as in the proof of part (c), Theorem 1, 
Gi H = G, and Proposition 2 yields that rank(&) = rank(l),) =j- 1. The 
conclusion is now immediate from (11). 
COROLLARY 4. Given G and H as in Theorem 3, suppose m 2 3 and H is 
torsion-free. Then 
n-2+f (1 - l/ki) 
1 
Further, ifp 1 vi for i = 1, . . . . n, then r,(H/H’) = 0. 
ProoJ: One knows, e.g., by using a result of Fox [3], that for all i, Ci 
has order ki. Since H is torsion-free, the order of Ci mod H is also ki. The 
conclusion is now immediate from Theorem 3. 
Note that if all vi= 1, the above is a form of (and derivable from) the 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula. If H is not torsion-free, and all vi = 1, then one 
knows that H has a presentation similar to that of G, say with parameters 
m’, n’, s, and so computing r,(H/H’) from the presentation, one sees that 
r,(H/H’) = n’, so from Theorem 3, 
n-2+?(1 - l/k:) 
1 
(12) 
Now from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (see, e.g., Magnus [4, p. 991) we 
have 
,a(H)=n’-2+ 2 (l-l/s,)=p(G)j= n-2+ 2 (l-l/k,) j. (13) 
I=1 i=l > 
Combining (12) and (13), we get a relation between the quantities kj, k(, 
and s,: 
,z, (1 - l/s,) =j f (l/k; - l/ki). 
i=l 
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